
Support Rail with Concealed fixings
Fitting and user instructions

Congratulations on purchasing your support rail.

The Support Rail offers a safe hand hold providing:

a support to push or pull against when standing up or sitting down.
a steadying support & balance when standing or dressing.
a firm grip whilst transferring from one position to another.
aesthetically pleasing concealed fixings.

Fitting

Using the

WARNING: Before fitting, ensure that there are no concealed electrical 
cables or pipes where the fixing holes are to be drilled. If installing a 
metallic rail in a bath/shower area the rail may need to be earthed 
(IEE wiring regulations); not all rails are suitable for use in a wet area.

1. Ensure the wall and fixings being used are suitable. Bristan are
unable to specify fixings due to the number of fixing/wall type 
combinations.

2. Position the Support Rail on the wall either horizontally and mark 
the hole locations.

3.  Drill the holes to the correct depth for the wall and fixing type used. 

4.  Ensure the rail is securely fastened to the wall and fit flange covers to 
conceal the fixings.

If in doubt about anything on this sheet consult a suitably qualified
professional.

Before first use, check that
the Support Rail is securely
fitted to the wall.

Use the Support Rail to 
assist; NEVER
apply your full weight to
the support rail.

Regularly clean the
Support Rail with a non-
abrasive propriety cleaner.

All fixings and bolts should
be checked on a regular
basis by a competent 
person.
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Use suitable fixings 
to secure rail to wall

Push handset holder 
onto the rail and 
secure using the 
small rod and screw.

5. Push the handset holder onto the rail. The handsert holder splits into        
    two pieces to enable it to be pushed onto the rail. Once fitted to the         
    rail secure using the small plastic rod and screw.


